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Lizzy McTizzy is getting ready for a party, but she can’t find her
other shoe. She looks everywhere—in her couch, under the
cat, on the shelf—but her shoe is nowhere to be found. Finally,
she finds a shoe and hopes it’s the one, but it ends up being a
different shoe. Lizzy needs shoes to go to the party, but maybe
they don’t have to match. In the end, Lizzy goes to the party with
mismatched shoes and a bright smile. She’s proud to be herself.
This book tells a simple story of a child finding her identity. Filled
with vibrant color and wild pictures, this tale gets funnier as it
goes on. The humor, simplicity and message of the story help
the reader relate to Lizzy and her journey. Being yourself can be
difficult, but Sarah Weeks does a fantastic job of making sure
children know that it’s okay to be a little mismatched sometimes.
It’s okay if your shoes are different, as long as you enjoy being
yourself. This book is one that readers young and old will enjoy.
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